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Abstract—We generalize the concept of stabilization of computing systems. According to this generalization, the actions of a system S

are partitioned into n partitions, called phase 1 through phase n. In this case, system S is said to be n-stabilizing to a state predicate Q

iff S has state predicates P.0, ..., P.n such that P.0 = true, P.n = Q, and the following two conditions hold for every j, 1 � j � n. First, if S

starts at a state satisfying P.(j-1) and if the only actions of S that are allowed to be executed are those of phase j or less, then S will

reach a state satisfying P.j. Second, the set of states satisfying P.j is closed under any execution of the actions of phase j or less. By

choosing n = 1, this generalization degenerates to the traditional definition of stabilization. We discuss three advantages of this

generalization over the traditional definition. First, this generalization captures many stabilization properties of systems that are

traditionally considered nonstabilizing. Second, verifying stabilization when n > 1 is usually easier than when n = 1. Third, this

generalization suggests a new method of fault recovery, called multiphase recovery.

Index Terms—Computing system, convergence, multiphase recovery, periodic reset, self-stabilization, spanning tree construction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

STABILIZATION is an important property of computing
systems. This property can be used in explaining fault

tolerance (in particular, fault occurrence [1], fault recovery
[1], [4], and fault containment [7]) of these systems. It can
also be used in explaining the adaptivity of these systems to
their environments [9]. Moreover, the strive to achieve
stabilization has led to many interesting systems [3], [13].

Unfortunately, the growing research concerning system
stabilization is marred by two problems:

1. The definition of a stabilizing system is strict. Thus,
many computing systems that one feels should be
considered stabilizing are in fact nonstabilizing
according to this definition.

2. The strictness of this definition makes it hard to
design stabilizing systems or verify their correctness.

In this paper, we address these two problems by
introducing a generalization for system stabilization, called
multiphase stabilization. Systems that are stabilizing
according to the traditional definition are still stabilizing
according to the new generalization. However, some
systems that are traditionally considered nonstabilizing
become stabilizing according to this generalization. We also
argue that the new generalization makes proving system
stabilization easier and suggests a new method of fault
recovery.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we define multiphase stabilizing systems and propose a
new fault recovery method for these systems in Section 3. In
Section 4, we discuss three examples of multiphase
stabilizing systems and, in Section 5, we present several
theorems that can be used in verifying the stabilization

properties of multiphase systems. In Section 6, we discuss
how to combine two (or more) multiphase stabilizing
systems into a single system. Then, in Section 7, we outline
a transformation for transforming any multiphase stabiliz-
ing system into a single-phase stabilizing system. Conclud-
ing remarks are in Section 8.

2 DEFINITION OF MULTIPHASE STABILIZATION

A (computing) system is a nonempty set of variables whose
values are from predefined domains and a nonempty set of
actions that can be executed to update the values of the
variables. Each action is of the form:

< guard > �> < statement >

where < guard > is a Boolean expression over the system
variables and < statement > is a sequence of assignment
and conditional statements over the system variables.

A state of a system S is an assignment of a value to each
variable of S. The value assigned to each variable is from the
domain of that variable.

A state p of a system S is called a fixed point iff the guard
of each action of S is false at state p.

A transition of a system S is a triple (p, c, q), where p and
q are states of S, c is an action of S, the guard of action c is
true at state p, and executing the statement of action c when
system S is in state p yields S in state q. For any transition
(p, c, q), p is called the tail state of the transition, q is called
the head state of the transition, and action c is said to be
enabled at state p.

A computation of a system S is a nonempty sequence of
transitions of S such that the following three conditions
hold:

1. Order: In the sequence, the head state of each
transition is the same as the tail state of the next
transition, if any.

2. Maximality: If the sequence is finite, then the head
state of the last transition in the sequence is a fixed
point.
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3. Fairness: If the sequence contains a contiguous
subsequence of the form (p.0, c.0, p.1) , (p.1, c.1,
p.2) , ... , and if an action c is enabled at each of the
states p.0, p.1, ... in the subsequence, then the
subsequence is finite or action c is one of actions
c.0, c.1, ... in the subsequence.

The tail state of the first transition in a computation is

called the initial state of the computation. If a computation

is finite, then the head state of the last transition in the

computation is called the final state of the computation. If a

transition in a computation has a state p (as the tail or head

state of that transition), then the computation is said to

reach state p.
A state predicate of a system S is a function that has a

Boolean value, true or false, at each state of S. Let true

denote the state predicate whose value is true at each state

of system S.
Let P be a state predicate of a system S. A state of S is

called a P-state iff the value of P is true at that state.
Let P and Q be state predicates of a system S. Predicate P

equals predicate Q, denoted P = Q, in system S iff P and Q

have equal values at every state of S. Predicate P implies

predicate Q, denoted P ¼> Q, in system S iff, for every state

p of system S, if P is true at p, then Q is true at p. Note that

P = Q in S iff P ¼> Q and Q ¼> P in S.
Let n be an integer whose value is at least 1. An n-phase

system consists of a system S and a partitioning of the actions

of S into n nonempty partitions, named phase 1 through

phase n. Note that any system S can be made 1-phase by

grouping all the actions of S into one phase.
Let S be an n-phase system and let P be a state predicate

of S. Predicate P is called j-closed in S, where 1 � j � n, iff,

for each transition (p, c, q) of system S, if p is a P-state and c

is an action of phase j or less, then q is a P-state.

Lemma 1. For any n-phase system S,

1. the state predicate true is n-closed in S and
2. any k-closed predicate in S is also j-closed, where

1 � j � k � n.

Let S be an n-phase system and let P and Q be two state

predicates of S. System S is j-convergent from P to Q, where

1 � j � n, iff the following two conditions hold:

1. Reaching from P to Q: For each P-state p, p is a
Q-state or system S has a computation whose initial
state is p and whose actions are of phase j or less and
each such computation of S reaches a Q-state.

2. Closure of Q: Predicate Q is j-closed in S.

An n-phase system S is n-stabilizing to a state predicate Q

iff system S has n+1 state predicates P.0, P.1, ..., P.n such

that the following two conditions hold:

1. Boundary: P.0 = true and P.n = Q.
2. Convergence: For every j, 1 � j � n, S is j-convergent

from P.(j-1) to P.j.

In the special case where n = 1, the definitions of 1-closure,

1-convergence, and 1-stabilization degenerate to the tradi-

tional definitions of closure, convergence, and stabilization,

as given, for example, in [8].

Lemma 2. For any 1-phase system S, S is 1-convergent from true
to Q iff S is 1-stabilizing to Q.

3 MULTIPHASE RECOVERY

In this section, we describe a fault recovery method for
multiphase stabilizing systems. This method is called
multiphase recovery.

Let S be an arbitrary n-phase system. In general, the
computations of S can be partitioned into fault computa-
tions and fault-free computations. Let Q be an n-closed
state predicate of system S and assume that Q defines all
states that are reachable in every fault-free computation
of S. In other words, each fault-free state of S is a Q-state
and vice versa. The occurrence of one or more errors can
lead system S to a fault state (that is, not a Q-state). If
system S is n-stabilizing to Q, then a recovery procedure
can be invoked periodically to ensure that if S ever reaches
a fault state, then, eventually, S will return to a fault-free
state. This recovery procedure is described next.

Because system S is n-stabilizing to Q, S has n + 1 state
predicates P.0, P.1, ... , P.n that satisfy the two conditions of
boundary and convergence discussed in Section 2. The
periodic recovery procedure consists of n consecutive
stages. In the jth stage, where 1 � j � n, only those
S actions of phase j or less are allowed to be executed.
Execution of these actions proceeds until system S reaches a
(P.j)-state, then the jth stage terminates and the (j + 1)th
stage starts. During the nth stage, system S reaches a Q-state
and the recovery is complete.

Note that this recovery procedure is invoked periodi-
cally, regardless of whether system S is in a fault state.
Fortunately, only actions of system S are executed during
the recovery procedure. Therefore, if the recovery proce-
dure is invoked when system S is already in a Q-state and if
no fault occurs during the recovery, then the ongoing
computation of system S continues to be a fault-free
computation of the system. Thus, the effect of the recovery
procedure remains mostly transparent to any outside
observer of the system. The only observable effect of the
recovery procedure is a possible increase in the system
delay to produce a response because some system actions
are prevented from being executed during the recovery.

It is instructive to compare this method of multiphase
recovery with the recovery method that uses periodic reset.
(Note that we are interested here in resets that are invoked
every so many hours rather than resets that are invoked in
response to some detected errors, as discussed in [12].)
These two methods are invoked periodically to ensure that
if a system ever reaches a fault state, then, eventually, that
system will return to a fault-free state. However, whereas
multiphase recovery is transparent when no fault occurs, a
periodic reset is usually intrusive, forcing the system to
abandon its current state (even if that state is fault-free) and
return to its initial state. The intrusive nature of periodic
reset suggests that the time period between two successive
resets should be relatively large. On the other hand, the
transparent nature of multiphase recovery suggests that the
time period between two successive invocations of the
recovery procedure can be relatively short. Therefore,
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multiphase recovery can erase the effects of a fault from a
system faster than recovery using periodic resets.

4 EXAMPLES oF MULTIPHASE STABILIZATION

In this section, we discuss three examples of multiphase
stabilizing systems. These examples illustrate some advan-
tages of the new definition of stabilization over the
traditional one.

Example 1. In this example, we discuss a system S that is
stabilizing according to the new definition of stabiliza-
tion, but not according to the traditional definition. Let S
be a 2-phase system that consists of r processes s[i : 0..r-1].
Each process s[i] has one Boolean variable st[i] and one
action. The action of process s[i] reads variables st[i] and
st[i-1 mod r], then updates st[i]. The action of process s[0]
belongs to phase 2 and the actions of all other processes
belong to phase 1. The processes of system S are defined
as follows:

process s[0]
var st[0] : boolean

begin

st[0] = st[r-1] �> st[0] := not st[0] {phase 2}
end

process s[i : 1..r-1]
var st[i] : boolean

begin

st[i] 6¼ st[i-1] �> st[i] := not st[i] {phase 1}
end

Let P and Q be the following state predicates of
system S.

P = (8i; 0 � i < r, st[i] = st[0]).
Q = (9i; 0 � i < r,

(8j; 0 � j � i, st[j] = st[0]) ^
(8j; i < j < r, st[j] 6¼ st[0])

).

It is straightforward to show that P is 1-closed, Q is
2-closed, S is 1-convergent from true to P, and S is
2-convergent from P to Q. Therefore, system S is
2-stabilizing to Q and multiphase recovery can be used
to make S recover from any faults as follows: Periodi-
cally, the action of process s[0] is prevented from
execution long enough until system S reaches a P-state.
Then, when all actions of system S are allowed to be
executed, S reaches a Q-state.

Note that if system S was considered 1-phase (rather
than 2-phase), then S would not be 1-stabilizing to Q.
This shows that S is not stabilizing to Q according to the
traditional definition of stabilization, but it is stabilizing
to Q according to the new definition. Thus, the new
definition of stabilization seems to illuminate some
stabilization properties that cannot be captured by the
traditional narrower definition.

Example 2. In this example, we show that the well-known
alternating-bit protocol is stabilizing according to the
new definition of stabilization, but not according to the
traditional definition.

Consider an alternating-bit protocol S that consists of
two processes s and r. Process s sends data messages to
process r, which replies by sending back an ack message
for every data message it receives. Each data message
sent by s is stored in a channel from s to r until the
message is finally received by r or lost. Similarly, each
ack message sent by r is stored in a channel from r to s
until the message is finally received by s or lost.

Each of the two channels stores the sequence of
messages that are sent into the channel but not yet
received or lost from the channel. Sending a message into
a channel consists of adding the message at the tail of the
message sequence in the channel. Receiving a message
from a channel consists of removing the head message
from the message sequence in the channel. Losing a
message from a channel consists of removing any
message in the message sequence in the channel. For
example, sending a message m into a channel whose
message sequence is “m0; m1; m2” makes the sequence
“m0; m1; m2; m.” Also, receiving a message from a
channel whose message sequence is “m0; m1; m2” makes
the sequence “m1; m2.” Finally, losing message m1 from
a channel whose message sequence is “m0; m1; m2”
makes the sequence “m0; m2.”

In protocol S, process s has a Boolean variable bs and
process r has a Boolean variable br. Each data message
sent by s is of the form data(b), where b is the value of
variable bs when the message is sent.

When r receives a data(b) message, r compares the
current value of variable br with b. If br = b, then r
recognizes that the received data(b) message is the
expected one. In this case, r stores the message, changes
the value of br, and sends back an ack(b) message to s. If
br 6¼ b, then r recognizes that the received data(b)
message is another copy of the last received message.
In this case, r discards the message, keeps the value of br
unchanged, but still sends back an ack(b) message to s
(because the last ack(b) message may have been lost
during transmission from r to s).

When s receives an ack(b) message, s compares the
current value of variable bs with b. If bs = b, then s
recognizes that the received ack(b) message is the
expected acknowledgment for the last data(b) message
sent by s. In this case, s changes the value of bs and starts
to send the next data(bs) message to r. If bs 6¼ b, then s
recognizes that the received ack(b) message is not the
expected one. In this case, s keeps the value of bs
unchanged and continues to resend the last data(b)
message (because earlier copies of that message may
have been lost during transmission from s to r).

Processes s and r in the alternating-bit protocol S are
as follows:

process s
var bs, b : boolean

begin

true �> send data(bs) to r {phase 2}
[] rcv ack(b) from r �> if bs 6¼ b �> skip

[] bs = b �> bs := not bs
fi {phase 1}

end
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process r
var br, b : boolean

begin

rcv data(b) from r �> if br 6¼ b �>
{discard data(b)} skip

[] br = b �>
{store data(b)}
bs := not bs

fi; send ack(b) to s
{phase 1}

end

Note that the first action of process s belongs to
phase 2 and the second action of process s and the action
of process r belong to phase 1.

Let ch.s.r denote the sequence of data messages in the
channel from process s to process r and let ch.r.s denote
the sequence of ack messages in the channel from
process r to process s. Then, ch.s.r and ch.r.s can be
used in defining the state predicates P and Q of protocol S
as follows:

P = (ch.s.r = empty sequence) ^
(ch.r.s = empty sequence).

Q = ( bs = br ^
ch.s.r = (data(not bs))*; (data(bs))* ^
ch.r.s = (ack(notbs))* )
^
( bs 6¼ br ^

ch.s.r = (data(bs))* ^
ch.r.s = (ack(not bs))*; (ack(bs))* ).

It is straightforward to show that P is 1-closed, Q is
2-closed, S is 1-convergent from true to P, and S is
2-convergent from P to Q. Therefore, protocol S is
2-stabilizing to Q and multiphase recovery can be used
to make S recover from any faults as follows: Periodi-
cally, the first action of process s is prevented from
execution long enough to ensure that protocol S reaches a
P-state. Then, all actions of protocol S are allowed to be
executed and S reaches a Q-state.

Note that if protocol S was considered 1-phase, then S
would not be stabilizing to Q. This shows that S is not
stabilizing to Q according to the traditional definition of
stabilization. It is shown in [10] that any network
protocol whose variables have bounded domains cannot
be stabilizing according to the traditional definition of
stabilization. However, as illustrated by Example 2, this
negative result does not extend to multiphase stabiliza-
tion.

Example 3. In this example, we discuss a system S that is

stabilizing according to both the new definition of

stabilization and the traditional definition. However,

we argue that proving stabilization of S according to the

new definition is easier than proving it according to the

traditional definition.
Let S be a 3-phase system that consists of r processes

s[i : 0..r-1]. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
the processes of system S and the vertices of a connected

and undirected graph G. For every i, where 0 � i < n, let
v[i] denote the vertex in graph G that corresponds to
process s[i] in system S. Two processes s[i] and s[j] are
neighbors in S iff there is an edge between their
corresponding vertices v[i] and v[j] in G. The actions of
a process s[i] can read the variables of another process
s[j], only if s[i] and s[j] are neighbors.

The processes of system S maintain a rooted spanning
tree whose root is process s[0]. In particular, each process
s[i] has two variables ds[i] and pr[i]. Variable ds[i] stores
the number of edges for reaching s[0] from s[i] over the
spanning tree and variable pr[i] stores the index of the
parent of s[i] in the tree. Note that the parent of a process
s[i] is one of the neighbors of s[i]. For process s[0], the
two variables ds[0] and pr[0] have fixed values, namely,
0 and 0. Thus, process s[0] has no actions (for updating
the variables ds[0] and pr[0]). Each other process s[i] has
three actions. In each action, s[i] reads its own two
variables and the two variables of a neighbor, then
updates its own variables. The processes of system S are
defined as follows:

process s[0]
var ds[0] : 0..0,

pr[0] : 0..0
begin {there are no actions in s[0]}
end

process s[i : 1..r-1]
var ds[i] : 0..n,

pr[i] : index of the parent of s[i] in the
spanning tree

par g : index of an arbitrary neighbor of s[i]
begin

ds[i] < n _ ds[pr[i]] < n _ ds[i] 6¼ ds[pr[i]]+1
�> ds[i] := ds[pr[i]]+1 {phase 1}

[] ds[i] < n _ ds[pr[i]] = n �> ds[i] := n {phase 2}
[] ds[i] = n _ ds[g] < n-1 �> ds[i] := ds[g]+1;

pr[i] := g {phase 3}
end

Note that, in the third action, process s[i] detects that
ds[i] = n and there is a neighbor s[g] where ds[g] < n-1. In
this case, s[i] makes s[g] its parent in the tree. Note also
that, in each process, the first action belongs to phase 1,
the second action belongs to phase 2, and the third action
belongs to phase 3.

Let P, P’, and Q be the following state predicates of
system S.

P = (8i; 1 � i < r, ds[i] = n _
ds[pr[i]] = n _ ds[i] = ds[pr[i]] + 1).

P’ = (8i; 1 � i < r, ds[i] = n _ ds[i] = ds[pr[i]] + 1).
Q = (8i; 1 � i < r, ds[i] = ds[pr[i]] + 1).

It is straightforward to show that P is 1-closed, P’ is
2-closed, and Q is 3-closed. It is also straightforward to
show that S is 1-convergent from true to P, S is
2-convergent from P to P’, and S is 3-convergent from
P’ to Q. Thus, system S is 3-stabilizing to Q and
multiphase recovery can be used to make S recover from
errors as follows: Periodically, the second and third
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actions in every process in S are prevented from
execution long enough until S reaches a P-state. Then,
the second actions in all processes in S are allowed to be
executed, but the third actions are still prevented from
execution until S reaches a P’-state. Finally, all actions of
system S are allowed to be executed, causing S to reach a
Q-state.

Note that if system S is considered 1-phase, then S is
1-stabilizing to Q [5]. However, proving stabilization
when S is 3-phase is easier than when S is 1-phase for the
following reason: If S is 3-phase, then proving 3-phase
stabilization of S consists of proving the following three
assertions:

. S is 1-convergent from true to P,

. S is 2-convergent from P to P’, and

. S is 3-convergent from P’ to Q.

On the other hand, if S is 1-phase, then proving 1-phase
stabilization of S consists of proving only one assertion:

. S is convergent from true to Q.

Proving this one assertion is harder than proving all
three former assertions. Thus, choosing S to be 3-phase,
rather 1-phase, has the effect of partitioning one complex
proof obligation into three simple ones.

5 THEOREMS OF MULTIPHASE STABILIZATION

In this section, we present some theorems that follow from
the definitions of closure, convergence, and stabilization in
Section 2. As discussed in [8], similar theorems also follow
from the traditional definitions of closure, convergence, and
stabilization. This shows that the new definitions inherit
many of the nice features of the traditional definitions.

In the following theorems, let S be any n-phase system,
and let P, P’, Q, and Q’ be state predicates of S. Also, let j
and k be any two integers, where 1 � j � k � n.

Base Theorem. The state predicate true is j-closed in S, system S
is j-convergent from true to true, and system S is n-stabilizing
to true.

Junctivity of Closure Theorem. If P is j-closed in S and Q is
k-closed in S, then P ^Q and P ^Q are j-closed in S.

Junctivity of Convergence Theorem. If S is j-convergent from
P to Q and S is j-convergent from P’ to Q’, then S is
j-convergent from P _ P 0 to Q _Q0 and S is j-convergent
from P ^ P 0 to Q ^Q0 (provided Q ^Q0 is not false).

Junctivity of Stabilization Theorem. If S is n-stabilizing to P
and S is n-stabilizing to Q, then S is n-stabilizing to P _Q

and S is n-stabilizing to P ^Q. (provided P ^Q is not false).

From Closure to Convergence Theorem. If Q is j-closed in S
and P ¼> Q in S, then S is j-convergent from P to Q.

From Convergence to Convergence Theorem: (Transitivity

of Convergence). If S is j-convergent from P to P’ and S is
j-convergent from P’ to Q, then S is j-convergent from P to Q.

From Convergence to Stabilization Theorem. If S is
n-convergent from P to Q and S is n-stabilizing to P, then S
is n-stabilizing to Q.

Weakening of Convergence Theorem. If S is j-convergent
from P to Q, P 0 ¼> P in S, Q => Q’ in S, and Q’ is j-closed
in S, then S is j-convergent from P’ to Q’

Weakening of Stabilization Theorem. If S is n-stabilizing to
Q, Q ¼> Q0 in S, and Q’ is n-closed in S, then S is
n-stabilizing to Q’.

6 HIERARCHIES OF MULTIPHASE STABILIZING

SYSTEMS

In this section, we show that the new definition of
stabilization, like the traditional one, supports system
compositions that preserve stabilization. In particular, we
show that it is possible to combine a system S that is
m-stabilizing to Q with a system T that is n-stabilizing to R
such that the resulting system is (m + n)-stabilizing to Q ^ R.

Consider the 3-phase system S in Example 3 above. In
system S, the processes s[i : 0..r-1] maintain a rooted
spanning tree whose root is process s[0]. The spanning tree
is maintained as each process s[i] stores the index of its
parent in the tree in a variable pr[i]. Recall that system S is
3-stabilizing to the state following predicate Q.

Q = (8i; 1 � i < r, ds[i] = ds[pr[i]] + 1).

Now, consider a 2-phase system T that consists of the
processes t[i : 0..r-1]. Like system S, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the processes of system T and the
vertices of a connected and undirected graph G. For every i,
where 0 � i < r, let v[i] denote the vertex in graph G that
corresponds to process t[i] in system T. Two processes t[i]
and t[j] are neighbors in T iff there is an edge between their
corresponding vertices v[i] and v[j] in G. The actions of a
process t[i] can read the variables of another process t[j]
only if t[i] and t[j] are neighbors.

The processes of system T are arranged in a rooted
spanning tree whose root is process t[0]. Each process t[i]
has a variable pr[i] that stores the index of the parent of t[i]
in the tree. The processes of system T use this spanning tree
to propagate consecutive sequence numbers from process
t[0] to every other process in T. The current sequence
number of each process t[i] is stored in an integer variable
sq[i]. When t[0] detects that its current sequence number in
sq[0] equals that of each of its children in the tree, t[0]
increments the value of sq[0] by one. When any other t[i]
detects that its current sequence number in sq[i] equals that
of each of its children in the tree, t[i] assigns to sq[i] the
current sequence number of its parent t[pr[i]]. The
processes of system T are defined as follows:

process t[0]
var pr[0] : 0..0,

sq[0] : integer

begin

(8t[j] neighbor of t[0], pr[j] 6¼ 0 _ sq[j] = sq[0])
�> sq[0] := sq[0] + 1 {phase 2}

end

process t[i : 1..r-1]
var pr[i] : index of the parent of t[i] in the spanning tree,

sq[i] : integer
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begin

(8t[j] neighbor of t[i], pr[j] 6¼ i _ sq[j] = sq[i]) ^
(sq[i] 6¼ sq[pr[i]]) �> sq[i] := sq[pr[i]] {phase 1}

end

Note that the action of process t[0] belongs to phase 2

and the actions of all other processes belong to phase 1. Let

Q’ and R be the following state predicates of system T.

Q’ = (8i; 1 � i < r, sq[i] = sq[pr[i]]).
R = (8i; 1 � i < r, sq[i] = sq[pr[i]] _ sq[i] = sq[pr[i]] + 1).

It is straightforward to show that Q’ is 1-closed in T, R is

2-closed in T, T is 1-convergent from true to Q’, and T is

2-convergent from Q’ to R. Therefore, system T is

2-stabilizing to R.
The 3-phase system S in Example 3 can be combined

with the above 2-phase system T to construct a 5-phase
system named ST. Specifically, each process s[i] in system S
is combined with the corresponding process t[i] in system T
to construct a process st[i] in system ST as follows: First, the
variables in process s[i] and the variables in process t[i] are
added as variables in process st[i]. Second, each action in
s[i] and each action in t[i] is added as an action in st[i].
Third, for each action in s[i], the phase of this action in st[i]
equals its phase in s[i] and, for each action in t[i], the phase
of this action in st[i] equals its phase in t[i] plus three, which
is the number of phases in system S. The processes of
system ST are defined as follows:

process st[0]
var ds[0] : 0..0,

pr[0] : 0..0,
sq[0] : integer

begin

(8st[j] neighbor of st[0], pr[j] 6¼ 0 _ sq[j] = sq[0])
�> sq[0] := sq[0] + 1 {phase 5}

end

process st[i : 1..r-1]
var ds[i] : 0..n-1,

pr[i] : index of the parent of st[i] in the
spanning tree,

sq[i] : integer

par g : index of an arbitrary neighbor of st[i]
begin

ds[i] < n ^ ds[pr[i]] < n ^ ds[i] 6¼ ds[pr[i]]+1
�> ds[i] := ds[pr[i]] + 1 {phase 1}

[] ds[i] < n ^ ds[pr[i]] = n �> ds[i] := n {phase 2}
[] ds[i] = n ^ ds[g] < n - 1 �> ds[i] := ds[g] + 1;

pr[i] := g {phase 3}
[] (8st½j� neighbor of st[i], pr[j] 6¼ i _ sq[j] = sq[i]) ^

(sq[i] 6¼ sq[pr[i]]) �> sq[i] := sq[pr[i]] {phase 4}
end

Because system S is 3-stabilizing to the state predicate Q

and system T is 2-stabilizing to the state predicate R, it is

straightforward to show that the constructed system ST is

5-stabilizing to the state predicate Q^R.

Q^R = (8i; 1 � i < r, ds[i] = ds[pr[i]] + 1) ^
(8i; 1 � i < r, sq[i] = sq[pr[i]] _ sq[i] = sq[pr[i]] + 1).

7 TRANSFORMING MULTIPHASE STABILIZATION TO

SINGLE-PHASE STABILIZATION

In this section, we discuss how to transform any system that
is n-stabilizing, where n � 2, to one that is 1-stabilizing. The
transformation consists of four steps. In each step, we add
variables and actions to the system processes to accomplish
a certain task. The tasks that are accomplished in these four
steps are as follows:

1. First Step. Make the processes maintain a rooted
spanning tree.

2. Second Step. Make the processes propagate se-
quence numbers in the range 0..3 along the spanning
tree in a cyclic fashion. In each cycle, the sequence
numbers are propagated as follows: First, sequence
number 0 is propagated from the root to the leaves.
Second, sequence number 1 is propagated from the
leaves to the root. Third, sequence number 2 is
propagated from the root to the leaves. Finally,
sequence number 3 is propagated from the leaves to
the root.

3. Third Step. Make the root of the spanning tree use
the propagated sequence numbers to detect whether
execution of the original actions in the system has
terminated.

4. Fourth Step. Make the processes execute the original
actions according to their phases and make the root
of the spanning tree detect termination of the current
phase and initiate execution of the next phase.

To describe these four steps in more detail, consider the
following n-stabilizing system, where n � 2.

process f[i : 0..r-1]
var u[i] : <type of u[i]>,

...
v[i] : <type of v[i]>

begin

G.i.1 �> S.i.1 {phase 1}
[] G.i.2 �> S.i.2 {phase 2}
...
[] G.i.n �> S.i.n {phase n}
end

For simplicity, we assume that each process in this
system has n actions: one action in each phase. We also
assume that each system computation whose actions are of
phase n - 1 or less is finite. Next, we describe how to apply
the above four steps to transform this n-stabilizing system
to a 1-stabilizing system.

First Step. Referring to Example 3 in Section 4, the
processes s[i : 0..r-1] maintain a rooted spanning tree,
whose root is s[0]. To maintain this tree, each process s[i]
has two variables ds[i] and pr[i] and three actions. (The
only exception is that s[0] has no actions.) Thus, to make
the processes f[i : 0..r-1] maintain a spanning tree whose
root is f[0], add to each process f[i] two variables ds[i]
and pr[i] and the same actions as those in the
corresponding process s[i]. However, unlike the actions
in s[i], which were assumed to be partitioned into three
phases, the added actions to f[i] are assumed to belong to
only one phase, namely phase 1.
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The added variables and actions make the processes
f[i : 0..r-1] maintain a rooted spanning tree whose root is
f[0]. Moreover, the tree maintenance system is
1-stabilizing [5].

Second Step. In order to make the processes in f[i : 0..r-1]

propagate sequence numbers over the maintained span-

ning tree, add to each process f[i] the following variable

var sq[i] : 0..3

and the following four actions:

[] sq[i] = 0 ^ (8f[j] neighbor of f[i], pr[j] 6¼ i _ sq[j] = 1)
�> sq[i] := 1; X

[] sq[i] = 1 ^ (i = 0 _ sq[pr[i]] = 2) �> sq[i] := 2
[] sq[i] = 2 ^ (8f[j] neighbor of f[i], pr[j] 6¼ i _ sq[j] = 3)

�> sq[i] := 3; Y
[] sq[i] = 3 ^ (i = 0 _ sq[pr[i]] = 0) �> sq[i] := 0; Z

All added actions are assumed to belong to phase 1.
Note that the added actions to process f[i] refer to

the variables pr[i] in f[i] and pr[j] in every neighboring
f[j]. These variables were added to f[i : 0..r-1] in the first
step of the transformation. Note also that the first
added action has a statement X, the third action has a
statement Y, and the fourth action has a statement Z.
For now, we assume that each of these is a skip
statement and, so, has no effect on action executions.
(These statements are redefined below.)

It is shown in [11] that any execution of the added
actions leads to a state satisfying the predicate (8i, i =
0..r-1, sq[i] = 3). Once this state is reached, sequence
number 0 is propagated (by the fourth action) from the
root to the leaves, then sequence number 1 is propa-
gated (by the first action) from the leaves to the root,
then sequence number 2 is propagated (by the second
action) from the root to the leaves, then sequence
number 3 is propagated (by the third action) from the
leaves to the root, and the cycle repeats.

Third Step. In order to make the root f[0] detect whether

execution of the original actions in f[i : 0..r-1] has

terminated, modify each process f[i] as follows: First,

add to process f[i] the following variable:

var tr[i] : boolean {termination detected}.

Second, modify the statement “S.i.k” in each original
action of process f[i] to become “S.i.k; tr[i] := false,”
where k = 1..n. Third, redefine the two statements X and
Y (that were introduced in the second step) in f[i] to
become as follows:

X: tr[i] := true

Y: tr[i] := (tr[i] ^
(not G.i.1 ^ not G.i.2 ^ ... ^ not G.i.n) ^
(8f[j] neighbor of f[i], pr[j] 6¼ i _ tr[j])
).

Recall that G.i.1, G.i.2, ... , G.i.n are the guards of the

original actions of process f[i].
Because of the second modification, the added

variable tr[i] is assigned the value false whenever
process f[i] executes one of its original actions. Because
of the third modification, variable tr[i] is assigned the
value true whenever process f[i] propagates the sequence

number 1. Also, variable tr[i] is assigned a termination
indication value whenever f[i] propagates the sequence
number 3. The assigned termination indication value is
true iff the following three conditions hold.

1. The current value of tr[i] is already true. This
indicates that process f[i] has not executed any
original action during the time period after f[i]
propagated the sequence number 1 and until it
propagated the sequence number 3.

2. No original action of process f[i] is currently
enabled.

3. For every child f[j] of process f[i] in the spanning
tree, the current value of variable tr[j] is true.

Therefore, the termination indication value assigned to
variable tr[0] is true iff no original action in the f[i : 0..r-1]
system is enabled.

Fourth Step. In order to make the root f[0] detect

termination of the current phase and initiate execution

of the next phase, modify each process f[i] as follows:

First, add to process f[i] the following variable:

var ph[i] : 1..n {current phase of f[i]}.

Also add to process f[0] the following variable:

var t : 0..tmax {time spent in phase n}.

Second, modify the guard “G.i.k” in each original action

of process f[i] to become “G:i:k _ ph½i� � k,” where k =

1..n. Third, redefine the two statements Y and Z (that

were introduced in the second step) in f[i] to become as

follows:

Y: tr[i] := (tr[i] ^
(not (G.i.1 ph[i] � 1) ^ ... ^ not (G.i.(n - 1)
^ ph[i] � n - 1)) ^
(8f[j] neighbor of f[i], pr[j] 6¼ i _ tr[j])
)

Z: if i = 0 ^ (ph[i] < n ^ not tr[i]) �> skip

[] i = 0 ^ (ph[i] < n ^ tr[i]) �>
ph[i] := ph[i]+ 1; t := 0

[] i = 0 ^ (ph[i] = n t < tmax) �> t := t + 1
[] i = 0 ^ (ph[i] = n t = tmax) �> ph[i] := 1
[] i 6¼ 0 �> ph[i] := ph[pr[i]]
fi

Because of the second modification, each process f[i]
cannot execute its kth original action until the value of its
variable ph[i] is at least k. Because of the third
modification, whenever process f[i] propagates the
sequence number 0, it executes statement Z whose effect
depends on the value of i. Executing statement Z in
process f[0] has the following effect: Process f[0] checks
whether the current phase is less than n and whether it
has terminated. If so, f[0] assigns variable ph[0] to its
next value to initiate the next phase. If the current phase
is n, then f[0] keeps this phase for tmax cycles before
changing the current phase to 1. Executing statement Z
in every other process f[i] has the following effect:
Process f[i] assigns its variables ph[i] the value of ph[j],
where f[j] is the parent of f[i] in the spanning tree.
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The cost of applying this four-step transformation is
not overwhelming. This transformation adds five
variables (namely, ds[i], pr[i], sq[i], tr[i], and ph[i]) to
each process f[i] in the system and adds a sixth
variable (namely, t) to process f[0]. It also adds seven
actions to each process f[i : 1..r-1] and adds four
actions to process f[0].

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we presented a new definition of system
stabilization, namely multiphase stabilization, and showed
that this definition is a proper generalization of the
traditional definition of single-phase stabilization. We
argued that it is easier to verify the stabilization properties
of n-phase systems when n is large than when n is small.
We also showed that each n-stabilizing system can be
transformed into a 1-stabilizing system. The proposed
transformation is reasonable, requiring that each process
in the system be enhanced by no more than six variables
and seven actions.

It is instructive to compare multiphase stabilization with
the convergence stairs presented in [10]. In both multiphase
stabilization and a convergence stair, the convergence of a
system (from any state to a specified state) occurs at stages.
However, in the case of multiphase stabilization, different
phases of actions are allowed to execute at each stage,
whereas, in the case of a convergence stair, all actions are
allowed to execute at each stage and, so, convergence is
harder to achieve (and verify) in this case.

It is argued in [2] that the actions of many (1-) stabilizing
systems can be partitioned into closure actions and
convergence actions. Clearly, each such system can be
viewed as a 2-stabilizing system where the convergence
actions belong to phase 1 and the closure actions belong to
phase 2.

Two issues that we have not addresses in this paper
concerning n-stabilizing systems are how to design such
systems, especially when n is relatively large, and what is
the effect of n on the convergence time of such systems.
We believe that these issues are important and merit
investigation.
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